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Development Seminar 2014.
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"The quality of our thinking is given in the quality of our questions"
(Elder and Paul, 2010).
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I like this quote from the Thinker's Guide to the Art of Asking Essential
Have you ever noticed how questions can open up space
for considering possibilities, where statements tend to close down or
contain ideas? This year in the Part-Time Lecturer Professional
Development (PTLPD) seminar, I wanted to experiment with the

Questions.

curriculum
about...

by focusing on "Getting Curious."

I wanted us to get curious

How do disciplinary perspectives frame our questions?
How do socially constructed activities foster individual/earning?
What does socially constructed learning look like?
How do personality types affect behavior/beliefs?
What do we value most in student work?
What do we appreciate in our work?
What challenges in teaching do we face?
What goals will help us move forward?
What ideas will help us get there?
What support do we need?
This "zine" is a collection of narratives describing individual experiences
from participants in the 2014 PTLPD seminar. These pages provide
evidence that group-led activities like "Get Curious," the Poster
Activity, and the Personality -Type assessments emphasize that
knowledge is socially constructed and that collectively we know more
than we would have discovered on our own.
Enjoy and if you have any questions or curiosities of your own, please
contact me at the Faculty Development Center..!.. 109 Halle Library487-2530 - Peggy.Liggit@emich.edu.
"" ~
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NAME: Catherine Meldrum PhD RN
D.:11AIt,[MEN'f: School of Nursing

'[nUE coums: Gold, blue, green
I'UII.A)S()JJUY: "The mediocre teacher tells. The good teacher explains.
The superior teacher demonstrates. The great teacher inspires." William Arthur Ward

NAME: Petra Hendrickson
D.:I'AIl'[MEN'[:
Political Science
'l'ltUt: CUUnlS: Green, blue, gold
MEYEUS UUIGGS: INFP
PDIUlSUPUY:
Writing and reading are twa of the mast important
s/(i1Jsstudents can hone in college; I facilitate this inteflectuaf maturation
through writing assignments that focus on drawing parallels between
class materials and current events and comparing/contrasting cases
studied in cfass with one another so they can see historical parallels as
well,-P.H.
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PDIU)SUPHY:
''The job of an educator is to teach students to see
vitality in themselves." & "The cave you fear to enter holds the treasure
you seek."-Joseph

Campbell

NAME: Matt Schumann
DEI1AIt'fMEN'f: History and Philosophy
'rIIVE mUlIIS:
Green
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ENNEAGUAM: 5/4
IJUIIA)SUPUY: A very short summary of the C.S. lewis essay, "Men
without Chests":
"A good education teaches values as well as content"
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To ~ran~fer the knowledge and wisdom that I learned in the "Teaching in Higher Ed.
Project

to the 2014 Part-Time Lecturer Professional Development

{PTLPD}. My vision is to provide a seminar that incorporates
community
growth

to integrate

an understanding

of learning,

The conceptual framework I
wanted to bring to the PTLPD

Seminar

time, space and

seminar included:
1) Each participant creates an
action plan that includes a goal
centered on a learning concept

personal and professional

and subject area knowledge.

First some Philosophy

by Joseph Campbell

"We're not on our journey to save the world but to save ourselves. But in doing
that you save the world."
"The job of an educator is to teach students to see vitality in themselves."
:'The problem in our society and in our schools is to inclulcate, without overdoing
~t, the notIOn of education, as In the Latin educere--to lead, to bring out what is
In someone rather than merely to indoctrinate him/her from the outside."

or skill-set of their choice, a
timeline, and list of resources
that the participant can use to
ensure the goal is met. 2) Each participant is mentored to help them meet their
goals. The relationship is meant to foster professional growth through appreciative
inquiry and experiential

practice.

3) Participants

create a portfolio

•

the participant's

•

the process taken to achieve this new knowledge,

•

the impact {or potential

that captures:

newly acquired knowledge;
and

impact} this new knowledge

will have on the EMU

community.

"If you want to change the world, you have to change the metaphor."

- In the

PTLPD, we realize and support the idea that teaching and learning is a
humanized process.

Each of these items are situated in the participant's
encompasses periodic sessions for faculty collaboration,
workshops

unique context and
features that traditional

PO

and seminars lack.

I'ye been facilitating

faculty/lecturers

analyzing student work with the "The

Poster" activity for about 4 years now. One of the strengths of the activity is the
question:

"What do you value about the student work as it relates to the

discipline?"

This is the introduction

to appreciative

inquiry - getting curious about

what students do well, then asking "What should be" in terms of what is
Forty years of research confirm that traditional models impede instructors
transferring into their classrooms the learning acquired in professional

challenging about the student work, followed

development

other aspects of the class to foster student success (like bringing in more active

workshops

and seminars.

Current literature

and seminars "fail to engage faculty as collaborators"

argues that workshops

in their own professional

"What will be?" What can the instructor

up by asking, "What might be?",

do to revise the assignment or change

learning or adding prerequisites).

growth, thus impeding changes in teacher behavior and student learning.
In the last 10 months I've been meeting about every other week with a $person team consisting of myself, three faculty colleagues, and my doctoral student
intern to .discuss, "What would a high quality professional
teachmg m higher education
framework

look like?"

development

program for

I was excited to pilot the conceptual

that we created in the Teaching in Higher Ed. Project and see how the

concepts would play out in the Part-Time Lecturer PO seminar.

I'm hoping that each individual
their professional

development

journey.

will feel special, valued, and supported
My intention

and timing also foster deep learning so participants

\Sl
~

in

is that the activities, spacing

create meaningful

impact.

Figure 1.1

My dream is to have each person embody the notion that he/she is their
own best resource - that personal and professional

growth comes through "getting

curious." Hopefully asking essential questions about your life, who you are as a
person, what are your hidden talents, and what is the best way to develop these
hidden talents will lead a person on to transformational

answers.

,
time & space
of not
knowing

current
knowledge

8

NEW
knowlege

••

Unlike the traditional way of framing teachin and Ie
.
is built on the concept that knowledge is SOci:IlY con:;rn~:;~;he

new way of framing

Figure 1.2

Getting comfortable

with being uncomfortable:

new can be scary, frustrating,

and down-right

for a person to acquire new information,
transition

from initial equilibrium

(Wadsworth,

or accommodation

and awkwardness
learning something
comforting

their intellectual

to disequilibrium

something

for the participant

development

must

to a new equilibrium

1971). Being in a state of disequilibrium

_ is actually a strong motivator
assimilation

Let's face it -learning

hard. Piaget proposed that in order

- that "space of not knowing"

to take actions for further

as a means to relieve the feelings of vulnerability

that come with learning something

new. Just being aware that

new means you are supposed to feel uncomfortable

can be

- because it is a feeling you can expect to have in this process.

Throw out the old PD model: The traditional
where the "expert"

or teacher is positioned

(or seminar participants).

In the traditional

teacher (or seminar facilitator)
disseminating

view, displayed in figure 1.1, is one
hierarchically

is the keeper of knowledge

his/her choice of knowledge

higher than the students

framing of teaching and learning, the

Parker 1998, p. 100

and responsible for

to students (or participants).

Social construction can be described as a soc' I
creation between people versus individual lela ~xchange and collective knowledgearnmg as a separate process.

YJl,-at-are m~ iJe-as fl>r setti"s

uS

there?-

.
knowledge is socially constructed and,
This seminar appreciates that
.
d b tween the seminar sessions
..
teed
time dunng an
e
importantly, that partlclpan s n
h
th seminar curriculum, online course
rk together. T us, e
to do important group wo
.
. '1' s into the program design, such as:
shell, and schedule embeds SOCialactivi die did activities (e.g. "getting curious"
.
I' ipant-create
an e
.
threaded diSCUSSions,par IC
d
proJ'ects (e.g. this group zlne.)
.
d group feedback, an group
h
exercise). mentonng an
.
I
.
allows the participants and t e
.
foundation for earning
Using social interactions as a
I'
exchange occurring (figure 1.2).
facilitator(s) to mutually benefit from the earning

It is my hope that by the end of this PO experience that participants will see
themselves more and more as professional educators in Higher Education _ meaning
they desire "pulling out" the potential

in students rather than "pushing in" content,

that they value the "space of not knowing"
cognitive

development.

keeping in mind Piaget's model for

You can't get to the magic of new knowledge

get out of your comfort

zone. If I want to change the traditional

if you don't

PO model, I have to

be willing "walk the talk", to model with my seminar participants
will do in their own classes (give up some control of the curriculum

what I hope they
by adding student-

created projects, allowing time during class to work on group projects, foster more
dialogue and reflection, and allow student/participant
choice).

Wh-at -are the ch-a!le"ses?.
.
control in this new format where the
I'm finding it a bit scary to give uP h t
st of the delivery of content is
I' d PO plan an d t a mo
seminar has both a persona Ize
f
t Control means I can expect certain
delivered within a socially constructed
or.ma .
for creativity and experiential
. .
control prOVides room
things to happen. GIVing up
t b
e or by any of the participants.
.
h final outcome is not known, no
ym
,
learning, but t e"
. "requires trust on everyone s part.
To be in this space of not knOWing
. .

This is the third year I've taught

most transformational
one. I think some ideas are working, and it has been worth
the risk of trying something new; here is what I've noticed so far:
1)

a working

support their journey,

Curious"

to write a few

I then asked that
prompts.

Each

week was amazing!

One team had us look at art work by Frida Kahlo and
our disciplinary

from

perspective,

or wrote

narratives,

another

and another

group

had us

the perspective
the "Getting

"

generated

from the outSide.

of our True Color personality

by myself.

by

a lesson plan taught from

type. These group prompts for

Activities

ran 20 minutes longer than I planned,

but

of my schedule was well worth the socially constructed

learning and sense-making

To best

was started

Curious" activity were much more creative than I could have

"giving up control"

is growing as a

activity

on a 3XS card describing a place (museum,

library, theater, or lawn) as a space for delivering

educator is to bring out what ISIn

person and a professional.

I led the first

ask questions
drew pictures

of an
.

have been outstanding!

group create the rest of the "Getting

having us select a word written

Joseph Campbell's words - "thejob

Each seminar participant

activities

consider what a "super hero" would look like in our discipline and everyone

I find I keep going back to

him/her

Curious"

exercise by bringing in pond water and asking the participants

ant goals center on a more prescriptive
Ph'
Ilabus using Fink's resources for
t elr sy
Th' . the approach I used to use. But
IS IS
h'
roach has limited results for
t is I app .
positive impact on teacher behavior and student earning.

indoctrinate

The "Getting

questions down on a 3XS card, then share their responses.

.
artici
It is easier on my end If all the p.
.
e to redesign
approach -like asking everyon
.
.
Experiences.
Creating Significant Learnmg
remem b er, ac cording to the PO research,

someone, rather than merely to

the PTLPO seminar and by far this seems the

that came with fOllOWing our curiOSity!

I need to
2)

understand
their context .
subject area expertise, personality
style preference,

typ

e and learning

goals and dreams.

This zine

project,

to

me,

is another

Each author's

participants

The narratives

and images they selected to share show deep reflection

thinking in regard to how each person has a different
teaching forward.

project is now self-published

are

here is their portfolio.
and

challenge and goal for

It was great to see how everyone rallied

to get their part of the zine project

\!}

contribution

that

growing!

moving his/her
'The cave you J'fear to enter holds the treasure you seek."
- also by Joseph Campbell.

indicator

professionally

finished

and it is now complete.

and in circulation

for others to read! "'V
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GET CURIOUS!
ACTIVITY
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Haiku for the Teacher Who Is A Student Herself

No

D~ffeyeV\-ces

To fLV'vC{

w~sc{OV\l\.'s

By Nicole April Carter

@.

Lost

The teacher as authority figure is
based on a mind/body dualism, where
the teacher is a disembodied mind.
-bell hooks
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sOVVl.ethLvcg's arevc't aLwatJs what thetJ seeVVl.. ThLs Ls a gLrL ThLs Ls
a botJ That Ls a vcegro, 1SLacR.avcc\ LaztJ Ivc the textbooR., vcever

there A stortJ of hate. ThLs Ls tJ0ur couvctrtJ, thLs Ls avc A Or
AVVl.erLw, whLchever you prefer. ThLs Ls LvcvLsLbLe.
This is the beginning, and I must work to embody change.
IvcsLc\e thLs cLassrooVVl.Is the proVVl.Lse, greevc 1Sewuse Lt's vcew, avcc\
betJovcc\ that The truth avcc\ thevc tJ0ur truth, whLch Ls e\LsVVl.aL,
avcc\ has ovcLtJA few true beLLevers.
This is the beginning, and it is difficult to accept.
ThLs Ls the worLc\, whLch Ls coVVl.pLexAvcc\ {LLLec\ wLth botJs gLrLs or
a cOVVl.bLvcahovc. We are rLght to queshovc the equahovc of1SLacR. +

= Avc

evchre group of foLR.. WLth VVl.uLhracLaL avcc\ thevc
gevcc\erqueer: the worLc\ becoVVl.es cLearer tJet VVl.oreCO VVl.p
Lex.
LaztJ

This is the beginning, but let me walk with you as you become.
ovcce tJ0u have Learvcec\ tVie worc\s to speaR. c\Lfferevcce as VVl.eavcs of
uvcc\erstavcc\Lvcg you wLLL Learvc tViat seeJavce R[,(vc was vcever
evcwgVi. wVio wasJavce r[,(vcvcLvcgfroVVl.?MatJbe Lt was DLcR.who
just wouLc\vc't Leave Vier aLovce. Or, was Lt froVVl. avc avcgrtJ VVl.obwho
wouLc\vc't STOP caLLLvcg Vier vcLgger?

You are no longer at the beginning, you have begun to
question, so let us walk together.
TViLs Ls tJ0[,(r Viavcc\ afraLc\ tJet gevctLe, these are VVl.tJViavcc\s, tJeLLowec\ avcc\ {LrVVl..TogetVier, we expLore tVie uVCR.vcowvc ViLstortJ {LLLec\
wLtVi Viatrec\, b[,(t VVl.aR.ehVVl.e for Love tVirougVi eVVl.boc\Lec\LearvcLvcg.
TogetVier.

You have walked to the end, which is a new beginning.

Recipe for Adjunct Lecturer Wellness
In the n10rnings ...
• Dr~v\"R oV\.,ecup of Cireev\" TeC1
• HC1ve C1bowL of oC1tVvleC1L
• cfet reC1dtJ for title dC1tJ w~titl C1stretcitl

to tJ0ur fC1vor~te DowV\.,teVvlpo House
or SLectrov\"~c Mus~c
• Titl~v\"R C1pos~hve titlougitlt
In the afternoons ...
• sev\"d C1pos~hve VvlessC1ge to SOVvleoV\.,e
• SC1t C1refresitl~v\"g sC1LC1dw~titl fresitl
strC1wberr~es
or citlerr~es ov\.,title s~de
• DC1v\"ce C1L~ttLe C1fter tJ0(,,{r VvleC1L
In the evenings ...
• TC1Re C1wC1L1~~f title weC1titler perVvl~ts
• RefLect oV\.,title ups C1v\"d dowV\.,s of title
dC1tj
• TelL tJ0ur pet or otitler Loved oV\.,e tJ0u
Love titleVvl
• sLeep welL
Modify As Needed
~

Introd uction!
Project: Working collaboratively with
another lecturer to revamp the health
planning course structure & content
toward a more active, engaged
classroom.

To teach is not to transfer
knowledge but to create the
possibilities for the production or
construction of knowledge. - Paulo
Freire, Pedagogy of Freedom

f.

It

GOAL

__

We must teach the way students learn.
-Pedro

NogeurB. Professor 01 EducatiofJ. NYU

WHAT?

Classroom activities and hands-on
learning that will enhance students
knowledge of how to execute
healthcare planning.

HOW?

Practice-Based Teaching for PracticeBased Learning
IN ADDITION ...

WHY?

This particular course content lends
itself to "doing". Use a flipped
classroom technique to promote
student discussion & learning
during classroom sessions. Begin
with short summary lessons and
introduce hands on activities for
majority of class time.

Engage students in regular feedback
sessions so teachers and students
work together to improve thp 'ass.

Helpful Workshop Activities
~

Promoted creative thinking

~

Shared multiple perspectives &
viewpoints

~

Learned new teaching tools

Current & Future Challenges

To Teach If) To learn
------_.

-

I teach a section

-----_ ....

r::J PlSC

120: Global Issues: the particular global issue 1address In
my oourse Is genocide. This Is
a lower.level general education
class and. as might be expected.
the starting points of my students
(In terms of writlngablUty, critical
thinking. world experience. work:!'
view, reading comprehension.
synthesis skills. etc.)varies 81ct.
Fall 2013 was the ftrst

semester

--~-----_..

about actually being In frontot
a classroom and only a vague

my students In awegate.
I chose
8 very straightforward (I.e., dull)
teachi~ method: while I made
sure to Include several questions
to discuss as a class each day,

activltes or discussions that would

will not have done the reading,

rely heavily on a careful reading
of the assigned material (lest I
become Increasingly frustrated
with my students and more or less
immediately jaded as an instruc-

tor).1 think Itook that advice
a bit too much to heart; I cov.
eredthe lmporant points raised
by the readings In lecture and
asked discussion questions that

Revelations and Inertia
.....................................
The fall semester prO'lled to me that I was. In
fact capable ofteaChtng. How that I had a
baseline. I felt more comfortable with the Idea
of making adjustments to my course In order
to teach more effectively. The lack of feed.
back about how the tall had gone (I did not get
my course eva Is back until mid-March) and
inertia (I could reuse everything from the fall
pretty easily) meant that pretty much nothing
changed for the class (2 sections of It. actually)
for the Winter2014

semester.

••...------------------------Harsh Realizations
very late in the winter &emster, when itbecame pelnfutly ctNlous about 15 minu\es Into the daM
period that my students Wim!lhavln&:

emerted was that vrItually no students did any of the reaclln~. but

feedback 100lalll! in the semeslef to
make any dl1l5tic chances, but I did

their reasons for doini 80 ~rally
fetllnto one c:x more of three cat-

a very difficult time understandln&:
a particular case of e:enocIde(East
TImor). loptlld to not fiosh the leoture and instead had a conversation
with my students about What loould
~ do help facilitate their leamln&:

epies: 1) I CCNemdall the Important mallerialln them anyway, so
why bother; 2) In the words of me
student -aln'tiJ)t time taall thet"
a 3) &eneral defe8tthet they couldnl
make sense d the readinp without
a preexlstina:knowled,l! base.
I solicited and received this

stnIt provIdina:ilJid1na:questions for
each readlnlt so that they had an
Idea of what they should be reedini
b. Which made the readlnp much

"""".

huoch of what kinds of things
were reasonable to expect from

and to be careful about arry class

wiB m'Jhoy<Jll
litl/~it!f~.

--~~---

I taught the course,

A cynical older professor had

rtwy hlNefl11r.~

Ii

but also the ftrst Ume I taught
anything at alt My nervousness

told me to assume that students

AUlIm;1lo,l

.:';

Qleofthebi&:U\lnp

that

more reasonable.
The readings were no 1cniJ!r
mlt9SIvechunks of (lp9QLJetext but
rather a few key poi nts aod examples
and facts that helped bolster those
leypoinb

lmt!J<'l'r'IIf1<lffl'J

the vast majority of the time I
just lectured. The goal was to
ergllghten. but I fear I was much
more successful at confusion,

required some careful thought
aboutt~
Issues being covered In
class (both In that partlc.ular class
period and In some cases in prevlousclass periods as weIll. but not
arry familiarity with the concepts
In the quKtion outside of what
I had presented to them In class.
Ratherthan using the t@adingasa
starting point to help move them
forward, I think I down played the
importance ofthe readings.

The Big Idea and The Sticking Point
.000.0

••

0 ••

0.0

••

0 •••

00

•••

Cne of the key oomponents

00.

o.

0 0 ••

0 ••••••••

0.0

•••••

0 ••

0.

Is to help students realize that the

d rnydasa in\/Olvesbeln&:ableto
take dass mall!rlaland Ulle It to
assess ClJ~t events. Four timea
thl'OU~t
the IlemeSter. my students are required ~ writes 2iJ8~

types of things we oov« In class are
s1l11relewnt tlday. Glvlne:them aeency CNf!I what specl1lc:allythey anatyze

peper doina:Just that how does a
particular pIeoe of class material
(of the lItUdeflt's c:hoosin&)relate to
a wa1d even within the pest three

this realization U8ina:aomethlne:they
already find particularly lnterestin&:

)'e9rl!1(al90of the student"s ctlcx:&In&)?
My pI

with these pEI~

my plan startB to unravel.

Is desilUled ~ let them start \0 make
thege oonnnectiOns and come ~

or somethlne: they are more familiar
With.
A prerequisite for these
papers is an understandin&:of class
material. ¥o1l1c:h
seems to be where

~~~i.~~.~.~:.~P
..~~?~
When I present material In class. I try to empha.
size overall themes and patterns. but I also provkfe a lot of details and pieces of Informatlon de.
signed to shOw that although the OlI/erallthemes
and patterns hold, even with an phenomenon
like genocide. there are virtually no black/Whlte
diChotomies: even something like the Holocuast
has much more nuance than people usually think
about - while the end result was the death of6
million people. that's not how tt started. There
Wef'e a series of less deadly polldes that ultlmateIy made extef'mlnatlOn easler for the population as
a whole to cope with. While It's easy, and perhaps
personally reassuring. to say that the Nazis were
clearly evll.1f not also Insane, and stop there, ar.
guments for the rationality
genocide are more
compelling than the arguments for Irrationality.

a

I

@

I think myd«norutrotion of nuance cou~s
some students to get bogged down in thedetaifs,
and as th~ try to make t~ material comprehensible, not only do rheywrite oHthe nuance. they
oversimplify the main themes and art left with
onlya vague, sUfnmcialstarting point 50 when
they choose their nt'WSaltick, they focus on the
most Qggregate (but actual/yone of the least usrfuf)concept. the death of a lotofpeopk. 50 any
situation where a lot of potpIe were hUed isgenocide to them; simpfyput, the undmtandings they
h<rvecome to about what gencoide is by equating
genocide with any ca~ of multiple ITlJrdersis
missing the most basic poinr ofrhe doss.

•

.•---------------------------Q'Ie of the rlltst thin",

know I need "do
pregent

is adjust how I

the details:

i~nt.

I

I think

that they're
ctMously

lost b;' beinifar
unique

details

but

students are iettini

some

more focused

the last few class

periods)and

the COfll)Ietion

tions as a nontrlviat
final tJ'lIde

and event990

not 8S abstract

(rather

quiring

they are
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Kimberly Kopka
Department of Accounting and Finance &
Management Department
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Started teaching Fall 2012
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I have taught 2 classes for the
Accounting Department:
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ACC 240 (Principles of Financial
Accounting)
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playing telephone to illustrate
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importance of communication in business.
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the introductory course to the College of ~ "''''''
"'NN
Business and everyone who has a business
major has to take it. The advice I received from
the class coordinator was to not talk too much.
So instead of focusing on lectures (although I
lectured tool) I tried to make the class the kind
of class students remember as an example of a
class they enjoyed. We did a lot of activities!
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ti ~ iii!;j Like

Like building a house of cards in a team with a
leader demonstrating a specific leadership
style.
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And ACC 246/ 646 (Accounting
for Public Administrators/
Financial Management of
Nonprofit Organizations).
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I found that the students formed relationships
with each other and really interacted with
the material I presented (and mel) in a more
engaged way than with my other classes,
,
especially ACC 240. We laughed in class and I'
students felt comfortable discussing a variety
of topics in thoughtful and thorough ways,
~
even across quite diverse class
~
demographics.
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In ACC 240 the students were not as engaged.
The class was composed of lectures and inclass exercises. Not as many students asked
questions even though I knew they had them.
The students did not talk to each other as
much. My goal is to think about how I can
incorporate some of the concepts that
worked for COB 200 into ACC 240.
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Some ideas of activities to incorporate into
ACC240 include:
U> _
ON

Acurrent events feature where each student
would inform the class about a current
event related to accounting? Or maybe
each student could research a company
accused of accounting fraud?
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A game of some sort (likeJeopardy?) helping
students to remember the material?
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'0..A team project researching the financial
performance of a company of their
choosing?
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1. Analyze a set of student work samples (e.g.

1
.•

papers, exams, problem-sets) .
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There are always challenges when inventing
elements to include for a class, and some trial
and error. Will the class respond well to the
new activities? As a result will the ACC 240
students interact more with each other and
me? I am excited about investigating the
answers!

2. Describe what you value in the student work as it
relates to the discipline.
3. Describe the challenges students face.
4. Explain how many times students get to practice
the concepts/skill-set.
5. Create a Poster with your findings and explain it
to at least two other people.

t'I
....,

6. Reflect on your poster and explain how you might

r-,

I'

I

I

make revisions in the assignment/exam to
improve student learning.
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Name: Chelsea Lonsdale
Department:
Color: Blue

English Language and Literature/First

Year Writing

Myers Briggs: EIINFJ
Goal Statement: To evaluate the research habits of my ENGL 120/121
students in relation to the structure of the research writing
assignment(s) I give, in order to improve the curriculum

I use for my

ENGL 121/Comp 2 courses.
I teach ENGL 120: Writing the College Experience (aka Comp 1) and
ENGL 121: Researching the Public Experience (aka Comp 2) at Eastern
Michigan University. I also teach Comp 1 and 2 at Monroe County
Community

College.

In Fall 2013, I assigned for the first time a Public Narrative essay in my
ENGL 120 class, which required my students to find 3 outside sources
to use in their writing. Public narratives, according to Marshall GaOl,
follow a three part structure: the story of self, the story of us, and the
story of now. I asked my students to write about an issue that
impacted them personally as a college student, to identify their own
individual experience and how it fits within the context of college life,
and what they felt was an appropriate
community)

call to action for their (campus

audience. We used Kevin Breel's TED Talk, "Confessions of

a Depressed Comic," as a mentor text.

Likewise, pre-existing knowledge or personal connection to the .
research topic seems to make a difference as well. If my assumptions
are correct, students are quite capable of determining what ISor IS
not a credible source when they have some expertise already. For
example. if a student was interested in gender representation

among

Magic the Gathering players, I highly doubt they would rely on
answerS.com or Wikipedia for information.

My ENGL 120 students were writing about an issue that impacted
them personally. They knew where to look for information. My ENGL
121 students, on the other hand, chose topics that they had
curiosities about but lacked foundational

knowledge on and thus were

unable to connect with most of the sources they found, scholarly or
popular. Familiarity with the conversation

that is already taking shape

around a research subject may be a necessity for success in a research
writing class.

As a result, I will continue to use inquiry-based

research methods but

will have students select topics that they themselves have something
at stake in. For example, a student who has overcome a learning
drsabr!lty may choose to research mainstreaming of special education
students in area high schools. A returning student working in the
health-care field may find that researching care protocols for
Alzheiemer's patients would be an appropriate topic.

The course I am teaching right now at MCCC confirms my
assumptions:

I assigned "disappearances"

as a broad category to

frame the research projects of my students, and we worked from a
long list of potential topics though they were free to choose their own
as well. What I have found is that students who have personal ties to
their subject (the Ford Motor Company employee researching the
collapse of organized labor, the returning

student with experience in

canning and food preservation researching the disappearance of
honey bees in urban areas) are much more successful in finding
appropriate

sources and working them into their own writing. These

students, as a result, are also more likely to grasp the meta-knowledge
involved in research writing (ie: how we do it and why we do it that
way).

Naane: Catherine
Departanent:

I'eally do have a full tiane job

Meldruan

at the Univel'sity of Michigan
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evidence

given the best
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available.
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nUl'ses nevertheless
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Evidence-Based
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Practice
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think not only about "how and what' they
al'e doing but "why".
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I
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,
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group activities
students
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of the articles
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(and/or other nurses) to thinh

Whether they are brand new nurses out of
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their B5N, I hope as a result of the class
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articles
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worhshop
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in their practice
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on how to start this project.
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aID uncertain
ahead

of the challenges

but I aID certain

i,

that lie

about one thing: I

do not want thelD taking the answel' "We
have always done it that way" when they
question

a nUl'se as to "WHY".

WHAT I HOPE TO IMPROVE
• Support significant
learning within a limited
amount of time.

/

/'

&OODFORME!
,WHY?
• Starting in Fall 2014,
Spanish 121 classes will be
SO minutes shorter per
week.
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I am very organized.

•

My classfCows
bea utifu Ily!

••••.•
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What might be ...
WHAt ELSE CAN I DO?
•
•

Reorganize and/or redesign my
lesson plans.
Provide more time for students to
speak in Spanish in class.
-

•

Should I allocate a specific amount
per class? 5 or 10 minutes?

Encourage students to listen to
Spanish outside of the classroom.
For example: soccer games,
movies, television or music.

•

I will cover the material clearly
and thoroughly even within the
revised schedule.

•

The students will feel confident
enough to continue their study of
Spanish.

How did the workshop
activities help?
-Listening to colleagues and sharing
our experiences.

"With m'yteachers I have leamed a
lot; with m'ycolleagues more.
with m'ystudents, even'
,
more. (Indian proverb)
1f

GET CURIOUS!
ACTIVITY

or
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COURSES TAUGHT

Eastern Michigan University

Student photo on Instagrarn,
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Matt J. Schumann
History and Philosophy

"A good education

teaches values as well as content."
.
-C.S. LewIs

United States, to 1877
Western Civilization, to 1648
Western Civilization, 1648-1918
World History, to 1500
World History, 1500 to present
World History, 1900 to present

Washtenaw

Z010-present
Z006-present
ZOOS-present
Z007-present
Z007-present
ZOll-present

Community College

Holocaust
United States to 1877
United States from 1877
United States Military History
Western Civilization, to 1500

Z007-present
ZOOS-present
Z010-present
starting Fall ZO14
Z007-present

My Starting

Point
I entered the teaching seminar with two main goals:

COURSE
Requin-d:

Strongly

REAIlINGS

Ad\'isro:

Ifall~ Library Catalog (hup:/lwww.emich.edu/halle.hlml)
JSTOR (hllP'/Iwww.jslororg
- accessible through the library)
Electronic Books hltp'llwww archive org/dctails.Dho')identifier=texts)
Source Books Project (httP'//www.fordham.edu/halsall)
Early American Literature (htm:llmuse.jhu.edu/joumals/eal()
Pcrry~Castaiicda Libmry Atlas (http'/Iwww lib utexas.edu1mapsleurope.html)

TEST QUESTIONS (!lIST 102)
Tes! I (Choose twooflhc following)
I.
How did the Renaissance and I Of Reformation shape Weslem Civiliz.ation?
2.
How was Western Civilization changed by exploration and colonial ventures?
3.
What is so "Westem" about the emergence of modem science?
4.
Choose your own question*
Test /I (choose two of the following)
How did the Enlightenment shape Western Civilization?
I.
Discuss the relationship betwecn carly Illodem trade. empire. and European politics.
2.
What is so "Western" aboutllewspapcrs
and the novel'?
3.
4.
Choose your own question*
TesllII
I.
2.

.t
4.

(choose two or the following)
How did Romanticism (including Nationalism and other ideologies) shape Western Civiliz.ation'!
How did industrializalion and Ihc cmergence of modem technologies alTl.'CtWeslern societies'?
When would you say Western Civiliz.alion"wenl global",? Why do you think so?
Choose your own qucstion'"

1. To engage students of other personality types. especially kinesthetic learners for
whom "knowing" is a physical and emotional experience, not just a mental one.

Z. To bring more technology into my classroom, helping students to appreciate that
the study of history doesn't mean you have to be old-fashioned.

I gained enormously from the "getting curious" exercise, especially as participants in
the seminar took ownership and asked our own open-ended questions. With the
right guidance as well, 1 believe that students will be able to challenge themselves
with historical questions of their own creation .

*"ole: You arc welcomc 10 choosc your own question for each cxam. but must clear it wilh me. first.

The course shell and threaded discussions also gave a model of how to move my
materials online, and allow students to engage my material-and each otheroutside a classroom setting.

Question:
I equip my students

with the tools to succeed.

• They have access to all of the best source material.
• They have the test questions

from the first day of the course.

• They have access to me in the classroom

and in my office.

HOW CAN I GET THEM TO USE THESE TOOLS?

Finally, the Zine project gives a new perspective on student work, beyond the classic
semester paper. At the least, it does give a window into less conventional
approaches to student work, again drawing on electronic resources and engaging
different personality types.
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Chrhtina'. PTLOver-Arching Goal. Tocontinue to

Chri/lina.,

Corner

clevelop a. an eclucator ancl obtain mo.t
Musing on the "INSIDE" of my Teaching Practice -as it relates to my personal

contemporarp be.t practice. in teaching!

Action Plan Areas #3 and #4: Given that I have rather extreme yin/yang
My Specific Action Plan Areas:

qualities within myself, teaching others with a good balance and boundaries is

1) To order and use a new bOORin DANe 220. (Which I have

sometimes a challenge. Upon True Colors assessment. I ending up numerically

wanted to do for several months! It's a Team thing ....)

being a Orange/Blue, but iI find myself identifying more with the

o

2) T encourage students to decode teaching materials and find
their own connections to the content, in all classes.
3) To fairly use email and reminders & put protective
around the use of these ...•so I can maintain

I

toward a "Blue" and present as an "Orange" to others!
boundaries

Upon Meyers-Briggs Assessment. my personality types are:

worR/life balance!

4) To build in better assessment standards for studio worR (102

hair.

Studies) so that students feel more secure in the process of
attempting

Blue descriptors than the orange. Perhaps I have strong inner tendencies

I-orp. I want to learn

eorp

and

by a

to clearly communicate my expectations and

standards. from deadlines to communication etiquette and stick to it!

the assignments.

5) To recognize the personality traits of others and try to find good

Rouline and Siruciure are not my strongest areas and its actually

ways to connect with others, IINCE WE ALL process information

something I have to work hard to implement consistently. However, / do see the

differently!

»»»»»»'»
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value in having routines and structure, but I personally prefer to "HAVEA PLAN,
THENWINGIT" so it is a challenge for me. / have definitely learned strategies to
compensate for this preference over the years and that has been successful.
ONESTRATEGYis not to answer requests for alteration to a plan on
the cuff!
I say: let me check what I published about that question and get back to
you.

~.

Awee little STORY ABOUT COMMUNICATION

&
STORY, CONT><

CLARITY
I find that given my personality and communication style,
perhaps I unconsciously give students mixed-messages??

and ended up compromising my integrity in a small but real
way!!! I'm not clear on what the best solution was in this case,
even now!! And why was their work incorrectly posted in the

Maybe because I am approachable/laid-back!

pretty

casual/ friendly, there are perhaps assumptions made about
my classes being "AN EASY A." Then disappointment when it
is actually NOT an easy A!?

first place??? They assume it "will just be OK" despite the
format for submission being clearly dictated and I'm not very
good at just giving zeros.
so I did "just give zeros" but then ended up feeling badly for
the majority of the students who put their work in the wrong
electronic basket, and ultimately softened on my

Specific Example: Last term I had a few students miss

decision and gave extra points after the fact. One would think

deadlines and/or submit work in INCORRECT formats than

that this kind of action would have a favorable result. But it

what I assigned.

I graded zero points for these posts, then

doesn't end up that way!

found out where the students had dropped them after the fact!!
A small issue turned into a big one, as I then decided to regrade that component of the assignment

Seeing that I have been flexible in the past, it leaves the door
open to debate.

and accepted all work, whether it was in the

I'm going to work on being myself yet, closing doors and

wrong place or not! It created a clerical hassle, not to mention,

fences firmly. Being an "outward orange" must have benefits,

it blew my time-line for the grading!!!!!

\\1
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but they aren't clear to me at this point. I do see that:
I HA VE LOTS AND LOTS OF ENERGY!
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Ch.istlna'. Co.ne., cont.

MY Teaching Philosophy

Em"o••iment refers to my belief that all human beings

Chti,tina., Cotnet

possessdeep, oftentimes untapped

Rnowledge of his/her

own motion, bodily processes and innate Rinesthetic
What I bring to Eastern Michigan University students is
informed by my current research and artistic practice. It is
also informed by my personality and personal qualities. I am
trying (since this Seminar) to see these as enrichments

iJnd

intelligence. While some students definitely are gifted in this
area, and some challenged, teaching with a value on
embodiment

100Rs,feels and imparts differently

purely intellectual

than a

approach.

ciJpiJcities of 'IAWl This philosophy includes three dominant
strands:

Relevancp is fueled by a desire for my remarRs,
.Pauion an" C.mplete 'u"Jed Ma.te.p

.Em •••••iment an" the value of em"o••ie" IInowing
.Relevancp o. contextualil:ation for the stu"ent

.Pauion is a Rey component, whether the class is a lecture,
or fusion of different approaches, the Rey is to

inspire the student to engaged scholarship and discovery of
her/his own passion for the topic. The passionate learning

Q

-

0~ 0
I

•

0

movement,

audio-visual

0

selections of supporting

0

of

material,

approach, aesthetic, direct feedbacR whether written or

etc.

The best impact and import, and ultimate

result will be

achieved when I am able to employ my own empathetic
response and thoughtful
a vis, contextualization.

engagement

with the students vis

This is a sophisticated dance. and

the progress of my efforts to appropriately

experience is a deeper and more connected learning
experience.

hypotheses and processes,combinations

verbal,

g.oup an" f•• in"ivi"uals.

participation

intellectual

contextualize

the course materials can only be measured over time, not
through a single class visit or a short-term

/rdfl

measurement.
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I)GET CURIOUS!
ACTIVITY
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ALL TOGETHER NOW!

Checl( the Syliabu/!

Name: Dr. Kathryn A. Ziegler
Department: Women's and Gender Studies
Courses: Introduction to Gender and Sexuality Studies, Gender in
a Transnational World, Inside/Out Prison Exchange Program,
Introduction to Women's Studies
Years of teaching: 10years fall 2014
Goal: I plan to structure my courses with sequenced activities
and assignments that leads to advanced thinking and offers
students tools not only to navigate contemporary social
gender conventions but also change them.
Rationale: I want a more cohesive course from which students
come away with a knapsack of important instruments for
navigating, enjoying and changing the world as they see fit
and fair. I want students to be confident adventurers
confronting gender injustices, creating paths of fairness and
opportunity for all who come after them.
Philosophy: Teaching is creating confident adventurers to confront
gender injustices, create paths of fainzess and opportunih) for all who
come after t//em.

Knapsack of Instruments:

Compass for confidencein navigatingtheir way

Hatchet for breakinggender norms

~

Bandage for wrapping their wounds

Trailmix for nourishing themselvesin the wilderness

Torch for lightingtheir way through the dim days and for
beingseen by other adventurers
Plan: My plan to achieve my goal comes largely from L. Dee
Fink's pamphlet titled" A Self-Directed Guide To Design
Courses For Significant Learning." My goal comes from
reflecting on my own experiences as a teacher of women's,
gender and sexuality courses for ten years. I love teaching
these courses. I have designed many courses and have
adapted to changes in gender and sexuality over time. I
involve my students in "real world" issues and "real world"
problems so that they can make "real world" changes,
whatever that means. What strikes me most about Fink's
writing is the suggestion to sequence assignments and
learning activities in such a way as to build on each other,
relate to each other, and address higher order of learning
throughout the course. This makes beautiful sense to me and
in so many ways I have developed a syllabus that does this.
For example, I do an activity on the first day of class that
literally calls out, labels and points to colors, objects and
actions that students identify and that US social norms gender
code and expect of people with a "certain" sex, whatever that
means. This activity first makes visible what has largely gone
invisible and even "natura!," whatever that means, in
students's lives as they work to become the kind of young
women and men society and families seem to expect of them.
This activity, moreover, explains the binary system of gender

as well as the sex-gender confluence kerfuffle practiced by US
societies. I then have students call out a third category that
describes themselves as a somehow-comfortable, and not often
equal, balance of feminine characteristics and masculine. This
introduces the concept of a third gender that exists beyond the
binary and is part of socially constructed gender ideology. On
the first day I have not only introduced three major concepts
in the field, but also thrown back the veil from their faces so
that they can suddenly see the gender system of oppression
and the ways this impacts their lives as androgynous third
gender individuals expected to conform to a binary system
based solely on the anatomy of their sex, which I call in turn
"the accident of birth," "society's concern with what is or is
not between their legs," "vagina owners and penis owners and
those with ambiguous genitalia." With the realizations of this
activity tucked into their knapsacks, I send them off to the
wilderness of everyday life to observe" gender happening" in
everyday ways, which they then write in an action-oriented
essay reflecting on what they think all these gendered actions,
colors and smells might mean to gender constructions and
pressures to conform. These first day activities and reflective
assignments provide the basic instruments of the course and
students will use them for rest of the course as they do the
discussions, assignments and research. Their success in these
serve as mile markers and students proceed on their gender
journey through the wildernesses that is their work lives,
home lives, love lives in US societies and global societies.

A TAXONOMY OF SIGNIFICANT LEARNING

APPLICATION
Sklils
Thinking:
Critical, creative, &
practical thinking
Managing projects

tAB.UHi
Developing new
Feeli 95
Interests
Values

HUMAN
DIMENSION

leaming about:
Oneself
Others

INTEGRATION
Con ecting:
Ideas
People
Realms of life

While I am quite happy with the ways most of the
course assignments are integrated and play out the course
goals and objectives, I do have some concepts, some
assignments that are not well connected; rather, they stand
alone addressing course objectives. What's more, I would like
more group activities and for these to lead to more meaningful
epiphanies for students. Ultimately, in addition, I would like
better ways of assessing what students are" getting" in their
"knowledge knapsack," when they are "picking these up" and
how they might use these instruments on their journeys after
the class ends. I wonder, what more could I provide to those
students that have basic instruments already in their
knapsack? What more could I provide the interested and
ready students in terms of more complex, even queer,
instruments for their efforts to make a more just society? And,
how can I know which students and when might they be
interested in complex instruments? So, I think what I'd like to
plan into my syllabus as I spend this summer 2014working on
it, is Issue Debates in which groups use course readings and
individual opinions to take a stand on an issue. This meets
many of Fink's significant learning dimensions as well as my
goal of providing "real world" and complex navigational
instruments. These Debates would involve three sides at least,
rather than the conventional two, debating social problems
and creative (queer as in beyond the conventional and binary)
solutions, and hopefully leading to discussion on ways to
implement these solutions in the real world. Debates such as
these meets my goal of providing both the basic and advanced
instruments that enable students to adventure confidently and
make the changes they want in the wildernesses that they
decide to explore.
- Dr. K. Ziegler

The Art of Asking Essential Questions by Dr. linda Elder and Dr. Richard Paul

.-:::.... Critical Thinking: Concepts & Tools by Richard Paul and Linda Elder

Creating Significant Learning Experiences by l. Dee Fink

Designing Courses for Significant Learning: Voices of Experience by L. Dee Fink,
Arletta Knight Fink

Teaching Strategies & Techniques for Adjunct Faculty, 51h ed., by Donald Greive

AIIlD I' YOU WAIIlT TO MAICI YMlIt OWlil fllllr:

Wondering

about your own True Colors personality
your teaching and interactions

type and how it may influence

with students?

h Ups :lltruecolors i ntl.coml
Myers Briggs can be found here (but you can probably find a free version on the
Internetl)

us •.

http://www .mve rs briggs. orgl mv-m btl-pe rson aIltv- tv pel m bti-ba sicsl
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Special thanks to Colleen in the FOC for helping us put our zine together!
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